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Gathering at diwaniyas is a remarkable tra-
dition that continues to occupy an essen-
tial part of the lifestyle and culture in 

Kuwait. A diwaniya is a reception area that is 
either near or inside the owner’s house, where 
patriarchs gather to discuss various issues such 
as politics, economy and society. Such issues are 
mostly discussed in formal diwaniyas, which open 
in the middle of the week, usually on Mondays 
and Tuesdays. During the weekends, patriarchs 
gather at informal diwaniyas for entertainment 
and light communication.  

Unlike any other local gathering, an invitation is 
not necessary for guests to visit the diwaniya. 
Anyone is welcomed to visit the diwaniya as long 
as they adhere to the norms of Kuwaiti culture in 
terms of dressing and behavior that shows respect 
to all the attendees. Through such traditions, the 
Kuwaiti culture maintains its unique identity 
despite the onset of social media and other mani-
festations of modernization that might have an 
effect on such old traditions.  

 
A brief history of diwaniyas 

Chairman of Kuwait Heritage Society Fahad 
Ghazi Al-Abduljaleel said diwaniyas have been con-
nected to Kuwait’s culture and society ever since 
Kuwait was founded in the 17th century. In the past, 
rulers of the state, notables and locals used to 
exchange visits to each other’s diwaniyas and dis-
cuss political issues of the state. The economy used 
to be discussed too. The al-nokhatha (sea captain) 
went to the diwaniya whenever he needed to pick a 
boat or a team to sail with, especially since the sea 
was the main source of the state’s finances. 
Businessmen also used to meet at the diwaniya for 
finalizing business deals. 

In addition, diwaniyas had an impact on culture 
and arts, as they used to gather poets and writers, 
which resulted in building the first formal school in 
Kuwait. “Al-Mubarakiya School was founded in 
December 1911. The idea of creating this school was 
born in Yousef Eissa Al-Qinae’s diwaniya during the 
commemoration of the Prophet’s (PBUH) birthday, 
where Sayed Yaseen Al-Tabtabaei was talking about 
the importance of education. Consequently, Yousef 
bin Eissa decided to build this school with the sup-
port of businessmen in Kuwait,” Abduljaleel told 
Kuwait Times.  

Like in the past, the diwaniya remains an essential 

part of Kuwaitis’ social 
life today. According 
to Abduljaleel, during 
Ramadan and Eid and 
also during marriage 
and death ceremonies, 
Kuwaitis still visit each 
other’s diwaniyas. 
“Compared to other 
traditions that have 
been negatively affect-
ed by social media, 
diwaniyas are the least 
impacted. I see social 
media attracts more 
people to the diwaniya 
today, because circulating an announcement about 
events at diwaniyas has become easier, while in the 
past, it was slower and limited,” Abduljaleel said.  

Depending on the preference of the host, each 
diwaniya has a system. Some diwaniyas are open 
daily, while others weekly. The host announces the 
date and time his diwaniya is open and everyone is 
welcomed accordingly. Dr Fahad Al-Basri is a 
Kuwaiti who has been hosting guests at his weekly 
formal diwaniya since the early 2000s in Jabriya. 
Diwaniyas are usually named after the host’s sur-
name; however, some hosts name their diwaniyas dif-
ferently. For instance, Basri’s diwaniya is called 
“Mujamaa Abnaa Al-Jabriya” meaning “gathering of 
Jabriya residents.” It is also known as Diwan Al-Basri 
among locals.  

This type of diwaniya is usually visited by politi-

cal figures, such as the National Assembly speaker 
and other members of parliament to discuss politi-
cal affairs involving Kuwait, and giving them an 
opportunity to nominate themselves among the res-
idents of the area during elections. According to 
Abduljaleel, such important meetings used to be 
announced in the past through newspapers, since 
they were the only source of information for people 
in the past. Today, hosts like Basri no longer need to 
go through the previous slow process and send an 
announcement ahead of time with regards to events 
or opening times of the diwaniya.  Not only poli-
tics are the focus of such diwaniyas, as enter-
tainment is also part of this tradition. Basri said: 
“Multiple activities are organized for residents 
and regular guests, such as planting saplings, 
playing games and other activities that are spe-
cific to the holy month of Ramadan.” He also 
highlighted the diwaniyas’ role in emergency sit-
uat ions . Basr i  sa id  dur ing  the  pandemic , 
diwaniyas took part in distributing essential 
medical equipment to locals, which highlights 
citizens’ role in uniting and participating for the 
sake of supporting Kuwait at various levels. 
Again, social media continues to ease the speed 
of announcing such activities, which helps both 
the host and the guests to communicate.  

 
Pros and cons  

Mohammad Al-Ansari, a Kuwaiti youth who fol-
lows the tradition of visiting diwaniyas on a regular 
basis, sees the impact of social media is a double-
edged sword. On one hand, Ansari said social media 

has allowed for greater exchange of ideas and 
diverse perspectives. People can now connect with 
others outside of their immediate social circles and 
engage with a wider range of opinions and experi-
ences. However, social media often causes the 
spread of misinformation. This can negatively 
impact the quality of discussions at diwaniyas and 
can undermine the credibility of the gatherings. 

“It’s great that we have access to all these dif-
ferent perspectives and opinions, but we need to 
be mindful of the role that social media plays in 
these gatherings to ensure that diwaniyas contin-
ue to provide a valuable space for discussion, 
debate, social connection, and most importantly, 
having fun,” he said.  

Hasan Mohammad, an elder Kuwaiti, has experi-
enced attending diwaniyas before and after the 
spread of social media. He said the diwaniya is no 
longer limited to discussing local news and commu-
nity events. It is now discussing wider concepts, 
because social media has introduced people to the 
entire world. Despite that, verbal communication 
has reduced due to social media, because people no 
longer elaborate a lot about the topic or news that 
is being discussed. 

Nowadays, guests only mention headnotes of 
whatever topic they want to point out, because 
all the news is available on everyone’s devices. 
People basically send the news to each other via 
social media apps rather than explaining verbally, 
which reduces the quality of socializing and com-
municating, which is the main reason behind 
attending diwaniyas. 
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Around the world, Ramadan is a time of piety and 
prayers, fasting and feasting, and spending time 
with family and friends. But as is often the case, 

every nation and community develops a set of traditions 
and customs over the ages that come to symbolize the 
culture of the land. Kuwait too has its own unique 
Ramadan traditions that have been observed by genera-
tions of locals and residents of this country, and are a 
source of comfort and belonging.  

But Kuwait’s rapid transformation from a sleepy fishing 
and pearl diving backwater to an affluent, modern state 
also turned many local traditions on their head, while some 
quietly disappeared. Daq al-harees (crushing of wheat) 
was a pre-Ramadan tradition in old Kuwait, where a fami-
ly bought large amounts of wheat that was crushed by 
skilled women accompanied by folk singing, but the cus-
tom now has waned.  

The Abu Tubailah no longer walks the streets of the 
neighborhood with his drum to wake people up for suhoor 
(predawn meal), and has retired to become a cultural fig-
ure. And after iftar (breaking of the fast), people nowadays 
prefer to spend their time watching big-budget soap 
operas on TV or head to malls and coffee shops rather 
than stay at home with the family.  

Nevertheless, a few of Kuwait’s rich traditions of 
Ramadan have stood the passage of time, continuous-
ly evolving to reflect changing social, financial and 
familial developments. 

 
Graish  

Graish is the traditional pre-Ramadan feast when fami-
ly members and even neighbors gather before the onset of 
the fasting month. In the olden days, the women of the 
house would empty the larders of their homes of foods 
that are not usually eaten in Ramadan, and extended fami-
lies would gather to partake in the potluck. These days the 
food is usually ordered from restaurants and the gather-
ings are smaller, but the tradition continues. 

 
Girgian 

Among Kuwaiti Ramadan traditions, Girgian is one that 
is the most popular, and the most evolved. Girgian is 
marked on the 13th, 14th and 15th of Ramadan, when chil-
dren go ‘trick or treating’ to collect candies and nuts door 
to door. There’s a reason why Girgian is celebrated in the 
middle of the lunar month. In pre-oil - and pre-electricity 
Kuwait - the full moon would provide illumination for the 
children to trudge across the neighborhood.  

According to late Kuwaiti historian and astronomer 
Saleh Al-Ojairi, the word Girgian is derived from the word 
gargaa, which refers to the loud clanging sound heard 
when a household pot made of metal is struck. Today, 
Girgian has become thoroughly commercialized, with the 
simple confectionery of yore replaced by gourmet choco-
lates and exotic nuts housed in brand-name bags and 
pouches that are often more expensive that their contents. 
Parents also make separate bags with the names of their 
children printed on them, and try to outdo other families in 
coming up with the most exclusive presentations. 

 
Ghabqa 

A ghabqa is a gathering of family and friends in the 
evenings of Ramadan. Like Girgian, ghabqas today are 
lavish corporate affairs where companies invite clients and 
employees along with their families for a night of fun and 
feasting, with the media in attendance too. 

 
Iftar cannon 

In this modern, technological era of precision time-
keeping, astronomical calculations and even mobile apps, 
the iftar cannon is an unlikely survivor of the bygone era, 
when the sound of the blast signaled to the faithful it was 
time to break their fast. The ‘midfa al iftar’ takes place 
every day at the beautifully restored Naif Palace in 
Kuwait City. The firing of the cannon attracts dozens of 
families and children daily, and is broadcast live on 
Kuwait TV and radio. The open yard in the palace where 
the ceremony takes place is set up to resemble pre-oil 
Kuwait, complete with vintage cars, artisans and children 
in traditional garb. The firing is conducted by three uni-
formed guards in red livery.  

 
Qiyam al-layl 

In line with the trend across the Arab and Islamic 
world, the Kuwaiti society has become more conservative 
and religious. Though not a social tradition, congregation 
tahajjud prayers during the last ten nights of Ramadan are 
observed in most mosques across the state.  

But the popularity of qiyam al-layl prayers has sky-
rocketed, with the Grand Mosque leading the renaissance. 
Thousands attend the nightly prayers daily, with well over 
100,000 worshippers converging on Kuwait’s largest 
mosque on the night of 27th Ramadan. The best reciters of 
the Holy Quran lead the prayers.  

As they say, the only thing constant in this world is 
change, and Ramadan traditions are no exception. Some 
customs may have died, but the spirit of this holy month is 
alive and thriving. 
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